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Vigyan Prasar in collaboration with Vaigyanik
Drashtikon Society, Jaipur organized a two day
regional workshop on Awareness on Nuclear
Energy on the 26th - 27th July, 2012 at Tagore
International School, Jaipur

The purpose of the regional workshop was to
spread awareness and understanding on clean
energy options and nuclear energy vis a vis
removing misconceptions of nuclear power



Energy Scenario with demand supply gap were discussed
in the workshop. Misconceptions on nuclear energy and
myths and fear of radiation from nuclear energy were
cleared on the occasion. Need and role of Nuclear Power
in Indian perspective and its impact on societal
development were covered in the workshop

Around 100 students from various districts of the state of
Rajasthan with teachers, media persons and other
vigilant citizens attended the workshop

A quiz competition on general knowledge and scientific
awareness of nuclear power was conducted.



A live Youth Parliament on the topic of Nuclear Energy as
Clean Energy was organised

Winners of the quiz competition and youth parliament
were awarded

A visit to National Science Centre, Jaipur was organised,
as part of the workshop, for the participants.
Demonstration of wind mill, solar thermal and solar
photovoltaic system was done by the experts

An interactive session was conducted on various energy
sources of clean energy



Inaugural Session
Welcome Address: Mrs Kamal Rathore, Principal TIS
Chief Guest: Mr S S Bissa (IAS), Commissioner & 

Secretary, IPR
Introductory Remarks: Shri Nimish Kapoor, Scientist, VP

Speakers
Expert: Er. Anuj Sinha, Former Director, VP
Invited Speaker: Shri Dileep Bhatia, Scientist G (Retd.), 

Rajasthan Atomic Power Station
Invited Speaker: Prof O P Sharma, SMS Medical 

College, Jaipur

Guests and Speakers



Inaugural Session 



Shri S S Bissa (IAS), Commissioner and Secretary, Information & Public Relations,
inaugurating the workshop



Mrs. Kamal Rathore, Principal,
Tagore International School,
jaipur, in her welcome address,
welcomed all guests, participants ,
teachers & media persons to the
two day workshop on Nuclear
Energy Awareness

She informed about Vaigyanik
Drashtikon Society, Jaipur and its
achievements in the field of
Science Communication

She also mentioned the role VDS is
playing for the scientific
awareness

Mrs. Kamal Rathore, Principal, TIS



Shri Nimish Kapoor, Scientist, VP

Shri Nimish Kapoor,
Scientist, Vigyan Prasar,
informed all audience
about the scope and
objective of the workshop.
He briefed the role Vigyan
Prasar is playing in
creating awareness and
scientific temper with
logical thinking on nuclear
power.



In his remarks he mentioned the dual global
challenge of climate change and power
shortage.

He said that for sustainable development
only clean technologies to produce power are
the only options and nuclear is the best in
present scenario.

He asked the participants to utilise the
opportunity to clear their misconceptions and
doubts about nuclear energy.



Shri S S Bissa,
Commissioner, DIPR, in
his remarks mentioned
the role of energy in our
daily life. He
emphasised the
enormous amount of
energy stored in small
volumes of molecular
particles and the
philosophy of controlling
this large power.

Shri S S Bissa, Commissioner, DIPR



He said that, all power
lies in Sun whether it’s
solar energy or nuclear
energy, the need is to
harness it in controlled
way.

He opined that energy
travels like an arrow so
needs to be tackled
carefully.



Technical  Session 



Er. Anuj Sinha, Former 
Director, Vigyan Prasar

 Er. Anuj Sinha, Former Director,
Vigyan Prasar and Advisor to
Govt. of India in his expert talk
gave a detailed presentation
on the need of nuclear power.
He covered various issues
including demand supply gap
in power production and no
other proven technology other
than nuclear power to produce
huge amount of power within
a limited area.



 He surveyed the participants
through asking about there
opinion on various points related
to nuclear as an clean energy
option for our country

 He discussed in detail about the
advantages of nuclear power
over conventional power. In his
presentation he also mentioned
the safety aspects of Indian
Nuclear Power Plants and
misconceptions about nuclear
energy.

Er. Anuj Sinha, Former 
Director, Vigyan Prasar



 Prof O P Sharma, SMS Medical
College, Jaipur in his presentation
talked about role of radiation in
medicine and treatment.

 He informed about the history of
radiotherapy.

 In his talk Prof Sharma explained
various uses of nuclear radiation in
daily life.

 He explained that nuclear radiation is
part of our life and there is no point in
fearing from it. Any misconcepts and
myths about nuclear radiation must be
removed from mind and societyProf O P Sharma, 

SMS Medical College



 Shri Dileep Bhatia, Scientist G
(Retd.), Rajasthan Atomic
Power Station, in his expert
talk, shared his experience of
RAPS.

 He informed that after his
service of 35 years he is still
healthy and fine and that is a
proof that fear of radiation
from nuclear power plants is a
myth only.

Shri Dileep Bhatiya
Scientist G (Retd.), RAPS



 He shared that during his career even he loaded and
unloaded the fuel and spent fuel simultaneously and
there is no point of fear in it. All the processes are
guarded and restricted by procedures under monitoring
of national and international agencies.

 He also informed step wise safety mechanism and
precautions to be followed by nearby residents.

न भयभीत न अफवाहें



Nuclear Quiz



A nuclear quiz competition was held during the workshop and the 
winners were awarded



Youth Parliament



Youth Parliament in progress

The workshop had an agenda based
parliamentary discussion called as Youth
Parliament on ‘Power Crisis and Nuclear
Energy’.



Youth parliament provided young students the
opportunity to explore and debate the crucial and
most vital issues on nuclear energy that India faces
today in a competitive environment.

Questions / doubts were raised on the safety and
radiation aspects of nuclear power which were
answered accordingly.

A resolution was passed by young parliamentarians
in Youth parliament to adopt nuclear as principle
mode of power generation in the country and to
communicate / disseminate the facts about it.



The day concluded with the screening of a special Animated Film
“Budhiya Ki Sair...” which gave a virtual tour to all the audience
of a nuclear power station in the country

Screening of Animated Film: Budhiya’s Trip



Day Two – Field Visit 



 A day long visit to the National Council for Science
Museums, Jaipur was organised for the participating
students of the workshop to see clean energy options.





The purpose of the field visit was to
demonstrate various clean energy
technologies and power generation
techniques to the participants

An interactive session with experts to
answer the queries raised by participants in
the science museum was also held

National Council for Science Museums, Jaipur
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